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This year's World Missions Conference theme is "Behold the 
Glory," from 2 Corinthians 3:18. Paul tells the Corinthians that 
"...beholding the glory of the Lord..." they will be "transformed 
into His likeness..." What a promise! We will become what we 
behold. However, so many things clamor for our attention and 
distract us from this kind of beholding. 

This prayer guide is a wonderful tool we can use to help us 
fix our eyes on Him. In this guide you will find friends old and 
new that we are partnering with to spread God's glory around 
the world. What a privilege it is to pray for them and share in 
their ministries. As we pray for them, we will see how God is 
using them to love people in every corner of the world. We will 
remember how glorious the Good News really is, and we will 
be reminded of how God is using people just like us to do this 
work. As we pray for them, let us pray that God will continue 
to transform them and us so that His glory may be beheld in 
"every nation, tribe people and language" (Rev. 7:9)! 
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When Paul wrote to the church in Corinth, in order to assure them of the 
importance and value he placed on their relationship, he said, “You yourselves 
are our letter of recommendation, written on our hearts, to be known and 
read by all” (2 Cor 3:2). What Paul was saying was that the believers in Corinth 
were not merely a project, nor an organization, but family members (brothers 
and sisters) who had become dear to him. Their faith and their lives were not 
a distant professional concern, but had become part of Paul’s life, even part 
of his soul. Their life and progress in the faith was written on Paul’s heart as a 
testimony and seal of God’s presence in their relationship.

As you think of your missionaries, allow God to “write them on your hearts.” You 
have met some of them at our conference this year, or perhaps in past years. 
About a quarter of them are our own members. Others you have heard about in 
newsletters and the prayer calendar. Ask the Lord to give you Paul’s heart, that 
you might view them not as ministry professionals (which they are) or members 
of a mission organization (which they are) but as brothers and sisters with a 
deep God-given connection to your soul. Ask God to shape your heart with His 
concern over the people our partners serve, so that their very lives, and their 
progress in the faith, will become part of your own life.

While I would ask you to pray for each of these missionaries throughout the 
year, I would also suggest that you ask God to spiritually connect you with two or 
three in a special way. Ask Him to “write their names on your heart” as you pray 
for them, that they might be strengthened, emboldened, and empowered to 
preach, evangelize, serve, translate, care, and do all the things God has called 
them there to do. Then watch what happens to your heart as God writes His 
work into your soul through the faithful labor of our partners.

.

DAN BURNS 
Pastor of   
World Missions

WRIT TEN ON OUR  HEARTS



MIDDLE
EAST

PRAY FOR OUR MISSIONARIES 
Listen to how Paul prayed for the Ephesians in Ephesians 3:14–19:

For this reason I bow my knees before the Father, from whom every family in heaven and on earth 
is named, that according to the riches of his glory he may grant you to be strengthened with power 
through his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith—that you, 
being rooted and grounded in love, may have strength to comprehend with all the saints what is the 
breadth and length and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, 
that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.

Let us follow Paul’s example by praying that our missionaries, and those whom they serve, might be 
strengthened by Christ in their inner being, and that they might experience God to the fullest. 

IDEAS ABOUT PRAYER FOR OUR MISSIONARIES 
PRAY that they will have a consistent, meaningful devotional life in the Word.  
PRAY for strong marriages, good parenting skills, and for the missionaries’ families in their home countries.  
PRAY for their emotional needs—an assurance of God’s love and presence.  
PRAY for their adaptability to the culture, fluency in the language, and good relationships with  
national workers.  
PRAY for the people whom they serve — that they might meet Jesus, be transformed by the Gospel, and be 
equipped to proclaim the Gospel faithfully to their own people.  
PRAY for unity and maturity in the national churches that are being established.

RECEIVE MISSIONARY UPDATES ELECTRONICALLY
For electronic updates or text messages of missionary prayer requests, visit 2pc.org/subscribe

For mobile users, download the 2PC app to your phone, which automatically updates the daily 
missionary prayer requests. The latest missionary newsletters and updates can be found on our 
website at 2pc.org/mission/world-missions

Contact Lisa at (901) 531-1682 or lisa.ritenour@2pc.org with questions.
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RYAN & GLENDA (Amber, Daniel & Rachel) 
DENTAL MINISTRY / ANNOOR SANATORIUM - JORDAN

Ryan and Glenda moved with their children to 
Jordan in 2011.  Ryan provides dental care at 
Annoor and in outlying villages via the mobile 
dental unit, while Glenda uses her gifts 
to minister to patients and Bedouin in the 
villages. When they first moved to Jordan, 
their children were 4, 6, and 9 and had lots 
of playmates. However, next year, Amber will 
enter the 12th grade, Daniel 9th grade, and 
Rachel 7th grade. Annoor only provides help 

with education up to the 8th grade, so Ryan 
and Glenda need to be creative in developing 
educational platforms for their high school 
children. This past year Glenda made several 
trips with the children into Amman to pursue 
social and educational connections with a co-
op and friends living there. Ryan and Glenda 
are scheduled for a one-year furlough 
beginning in the late summer of 2018   

Pray that Ryan would continue to develop new contacts as he travels with his mobile dental unit, 
contacts that would lead to relationships that would produce eternal fruit.

Pray for Glenda’s time with patients in the sanatorium, that God would enable her to serve them 
well and help them contemplate the person and work of Christ.

Pray for Ryan and Glenda as they seek to make wise decisions for their children’s social and 
educational needs.
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AILEEN COLEMAN 
FOUNDER & NURSE / ANNOOR SANATORIUM - JORDAN

The staff at Annoor Sanatorium in Mafraq, 
Jordan recently hosted a staff development 
day on the theme of “Resilience in Ministry.” 
Aileen, who with Dr. Eleanor Soltau founded 
the sanatorium in 1965, is a model of 
resilience. Called A’Raiis (the angel of the 
desert) by the Bedouin tribes, she has served 
in Mafraq for over 50 years. Since that time 
Aileen has seen the sanatorium grow into 
a 40-bed in-patient hospital and busy out-
patient clinic with an active pediatric practice 
and a mobile dental unit. Throughout those 

years Aileen has modeled not only resilience, 
but also the love and grace of Jesus as she 
ministers to TB patients who would otherwise 
have no course of treatment. This past year, 
she again modeled resilience as she faced 
spinal surgery in the spring and cataract 
surgery later in the year. Both went well and 
she continues her active ministry. Aileen prays 
for men and women who first want to share 
the Gospel with others but also have medical, 
nursing, and educational skills that they would 
be willing to share at Annoor. 

Pray for Aileen’s continued resilience and good health, that she would continue to be able to both 
inspire their current staff and faithfully proclaim the Gospel to Bedouin. 

Pray for additional men who could minister to the male patients in the hospital wards.

Pray that TB patients in need hope and healing would find their way to the hospital. 

Pray that the yearly residence permits for foreign volunteers would be renewed promptly.
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DAVE & ROBIN 
MERCY / REFUGEE MINISTRY - GREECE & IRAQ

There are over 60 million refugees in the world 
today and the number climbs each day.  From 
Iraq and Turkey to Greece and Tennessee, Dave 
and Robin mobilize teams that give support to 
those in dire situations. In Greece they work 
with a large refugee community and have 
begun a preschool program, adult English 
classes, and even a science and engineering 
workshop for refugee teenagers. They take 
short term teams several times a year to 
work with those serving the large refugee 
population. In Iraq, despite recent instability in 

the region, teachers continue to serve at the 
three Classical Schools of the Medes. Dave 
and Robin's agency also helps support several 
camps and projects aiding refugees, both 
those displaced by war as well as those fleeing 
recent military actions between opposing 
governments. In Tennessee, they serve 
refugees by providing men’s and women’s 
English tutoring, after-school tutoring, and 
creating friendships to help refugees get 
settled in the U.S. 

Pray for Dave and Robin as they mobilize teams and support and encourage those working 
with refugees.

Pray that God would create peace and stability in the region so that the millions of internally and 
externally displaced families could return to their homes. 

Pray for more staff and volunteers to minister to refugees, that they might experience God’s 
compassion and kindness and be reconciled to Him through Christ.
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ROBBY & JOYCE 
PASTOR / COMMUNITY OUTREACH - LEBANON

While Robby was serving as a pastor in a 
large Middle Eastern City, he and Joyce 
learned of the plight of poor preschool 
children whose parents, for the most part, 
were low paid immigrant workers. These 
children were in daycare settings which were, 
at best, nominal and, at worst, deplorable. 
Several years ago, Robby and Joyce felt the 
Lord leading them to start the Philemon 
Project, a preschool for underserved 
children ages 1-4 that demonstrated the love 
of Jesus through compassionate care and 
quality teaching. Once the Philemon Project 
had sucessfully been launched, Robby 
and Joyce integrated it into the outreach 
ministry of a local church in the city and 

re-branded it as the GROW project. The 
name GROW echoes Robby’s and Joyce’s 
vision—to grow whole and healthy children 
into whole and healthy adults. GROW has 
enabled the ministry to expand the work of 
Christian early childhood education, provide 
an adult mentoring ministry, and offer child 
protection training sessions. As leaders 
of GROW, Robby and Joyce are grateful for 
their staff and for opportunities to share 
the Gospel in word and deed as they offer 
practical help to the most vulnerable. They 
hope to add a grade each year over the next 
two years to include children ages 4-5 in 
their program. 

Pray for the Lord to provide a social worker for their adult mentoring ministry.

Pray that the Lord would use GROW to draw children and adults to saving faith in Jesus. 

Pray for Robby and Joyce as they expand the reach of GROW to other cities and areas to 
provide for the needs of underserved children and adults.
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HERB & HEATHER 
ADMINISTRATOR / NURSE - ANNOOR SANATORIUM - JORDAN

Herb serves as the administrator at Annoor, 
working with Aileen Coleman and others, 
ministering to patients with tuberculosis. 
Heather serves as the director of the nursing 
staff and both equips and coordinates their 
medical ministry. For 50 years there has 
been a steady stream of Bedouin shepherds 
coming to Annoor from the isolated deserts of 
Jordan. Many patients have few resources and 
little hope. Recently, the clinic ministered to a 

mother of three who was treated for TB that 
was destroying her spine. With treatment 
and restorative surgery, the young mother 
could walk again and return to the refugee 
camp with her family. Herb and the staff 
at Annoor have had many opportunities to 
reach out to patients and their families. They 
often minister to children at the mobile 
dental clinic and last winter hosted a football 
tournament during Christmas.

Pray for renewal of the annual residency permits for workers and volunteers so they can continue 
working at Annoor.

Pray for a breakthrough in the hearts of the Bedouin.

Pray for Herb to have more opportunities to minister to those who are suffering and who need to hear 
the Good News. 
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NORM & RUTH ANN LEDUC 
EXECUTIVE TEAM & DEVELOPMENT FOR PIONEERS - GLOBAL

Norm and Ruth Ann enjoyed the annual Euro-
Connect conference, where they engaged with 
fellow missionaries. After the conference, Norm 
returned to Florida for Pioneers-US board 
meetings, while Ruth Ann visited the Pioneers 
team in Belgrade. In early summer 2017, 
construction began on the Pioneers campus 
of a hotel that is expected to open in June 
2018. This property will generate some revenue 
and provide space for Pioneers meetings 

and visitors. Norm and Ruth Ann report that 
Pioneers appointed 33 new missionaries last 
year and hosted 69 individuals who participated 
in summer programs. Along with the Pioneers 
organizations throughout the UK and Europe, 
Norm and Ruth Ann have been moved to 
pray earnestly for the Muslim community, 
particularly after the terrorist attack in 
Manchester in May 2017.  

Pray for wisdom for Norm and Ruth Ann in establishing priorities and drawing strength from the 
Lord in order to complete the tasks before them.

Pray for safety and protection on the construction site for the Holiday Inn Express.

Pray that the Lord would continue to lead their son, Nathan, and daughter, Elizabeth, in their work 
and school efforts.
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GREG & ELIZABETH 
CHURCH PLANTERS  - MIDDLE EAST

Greg and Elizabeth are two of Second’s new 
missionaries and are part of the EPC/WO 
Engage 2025 team. They are engaged to be 
married June 9. Greg spent six months in 
Lebanon learning firsthand about serving 
overseas, then returned to the US to seek 
appointment with World Outreach. Elizabeth 
heard Rebecca speak a few years ago about 
her work with Syrian refugees in the Middle 
East. Both Greg and Elizabeth completed the 
TAG program in Michigan where they lived in 

a Muslim community with a few other like-
minded people to better learn how to love 
those from a Muslim background. They will 
join the Engage 2025 team, which includes 
Nick and Amanda, serving Syrian refugees in 
a variety of ways, including outreach events, 
Bible studies, a worship service specifically 
designed for Syrian refugees, and a variety of 
hospitality ministries. Greg and Elizabeth are 
planning to leave for the field in January 2019 
and will study language for their first two years.

Pray for their upcoming wedding and all the preparations. Pray for the Lord to strengthen their 
relationship and establish their marriage.

Pray for them as they complete their prayer and support team development.

Pray for special and meaningful time with family and friends as they prepare to leave for the field in 
January 2019.
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LAURA 
TEACHER / COMMUNITY OUTREACH - ANNOOR SANATORIUM - JORDAN

Laura is grateful to have served at Annoor 
for one year as of October 2017 and feels the 
Lord has taught her many things this past year. 
She teaches Grammar, Handwriting, Spelling, 
Creative Writing, Bible, Science and Art to 1st 
and 2nd graders and Logic and Computer to 
the older kids. Laura reports that when she 
first arrived in Jordan and saw the desolate 
land, she had a picture in her mind as a prayer. 
She saw a land full of green, colorful flowers, 
and mighty trees, a land teeming with every 
kind of living thing. This picture represented 

new belief in our Father and Master, the 
Creator and Restorer of all things. Whenever 
she sees flowers poking out of the rocks, it 
reminds her this land is not dead. It might look 
dead, or even dormant, but it is not. The Spirit 
is there and He is moving. Her fellowship in 
town has been on fire with prayer for a revival. 
They have committed to what they call prayer 
burns where people sign up for time slots and 
someone is present in the prayer room for 24 
hours. Laura plans to transition to language 
study and refugee ministry in the fall of 2018.

Pray for time management and for rest for Laura amidst her busy teaching schedule.

Pray for national believers to boldly love their neighbors from the majority faith.

Pray that people in Jordan will truly know how great the God of the Bible is and that they will come 
to know Him savingly through Jesus Christ.
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BRIAN & JOANNE 
CHURCH PLANTERS – ARABIAN PENINSULA

Brian and Joanne are very thankful for all 
the things God is doing on the Arabian 
Peninsula. Life is very different and often 
difficult on the urban enclave surrounded by 
a vast desert landscape. Brian’s and Joanne’s 
new multicultural church, Covenant Hope, 
held its first service on Easter 2017. Since 
then, they have baptized two Filipino men, a 
Pakistani man, and one Indian lady with a 
Hindu background. Recently the government 
forced Covenant Hope Church out of the 
school where they had been meeting. Hotels, 

schools, and other public places under this 
law are not allowed to be used for public 
gatherings of Christian worship. As Brian told 
his congregation of the new law, he reminded 
them it was not wrong to be sad when 
obstacles come, but to remember that God is 
at work and that the church is not a building 
or place, but a people. Another lesson Brian 
shared was to pray because God answers 
prayer, and He is in control. Brian and Joanne 
thank God they were able to spend the holidays 
with their children.

Pray that the new believers will grow in holiness and zeal for Jesus.

Pray for Brian and Joanne as they grow this new multicultural church, that leaders would be 
equipped, ministries organized, and outward vision for evangelism instilled in each member.

Pray for a long-term meeting place in which their church can hold worship services.
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MICHAEL & CAROLINE 
ENGLISH TEACHERS - MIDDLE EAST

After returning to their country with their 
children in the spring of 2017, Michael has 
completed his first semester teaching at 
his new university in the city. He is grateful 
for the relationships established with co-
workers and students. Caroline has formed 
a friendship with “Love,” the lady who helps 
clean their home. Love commented to Caroline 
on the difference she sees while in their 
home. Michael, Caroline, and their kids have 

been invited to have dinner with Love and 
her family. In view of the political tensions 
between their country and the United States, 
the family is grateful that all four have 
received visas that are good through next 
August. They were excited to attend their 
agency’s annual conference in Thailand last 
February, a conference that included a week 
of training, encouragement, and worship 
with other believers. 

Pray for Love’s heart to be softened and for wisdom on how to share with her.

Pray for opportunities to establish friendships with neighbors, co-workers, and students.

Pray for safety as they serve the Lord and share the Gospel in a country that is often 
hostile toward Christians.

Pray for their children to continue to thrive and grow in their faith.
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HALEY 
NURSE / ANNOOR SANATORIUM - JORDAN

Haley sensed a call to serve an unreached 
Muslim people group while in high school. 
Although she desired to leave immediately 
after college, God led her to postpone that 
departure for a few years so she could solidify 
her nursing skills. God led her to the Fellows 
program at Second, during which she learned 
much about herself and grew deeper in her 
faith and dependence upon the Lord. It was 

during her Fellows year that she first heard 
Aileen Coleman speak and began dreaming 
of serving at Annoor. She loves the nature of 
the multi-cultural team assembled to serve at 
Annoor and the holistic practice of medicine. 
Her two months at Annoor at the end of 2016 
confirmed her call and she is planning to move 
to Jordan this April as soon as she completes 
her prayer and support team development. 

Pray for Haley to quickly complete her ministry support team work so she can move to Jordan and 
begin her language study.

Pray for special moments with family and friends before she departs.

Pray for the current staff at Annoor, that God would continue to provide a solid platform for them to 
serve the physical and spiritual needs of the community.
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NICK & AMANDA (Ellie, Hazel, Gus, Everett) 
CHURCH PLANTERS - MIDDLE EAST

Nick and Amanda have lived in the Middle East 
since 2014. In 2016 they moved to their target 
country where one in five people are refugees. 
Because of their many moves, the Lord made 
Nick and Amanda sensitive to those who have 
been forced to leave their homes. Recently 
Amanda met a refugee woman with whom she 
developed an instant rapport. She and Nick 
wanted to connect with the entire family but the 
husband’s work schedule prevented them from 
getting together. Nick and Amanda prayed that 

the Lord would make a way for the families to 
meet. Shortly thereafter, Amanda’s new friend 
called to say that her husband’s work schedule 
had changed. The two families have now had 
times of fellowship, and their relationship 
is growing. Nick and Amanda have also 
ministered to their extended family. They are 
expectant that the Lord will use this friendship 
for His purposes and are eager to develop 
relationships with other sojourners in their city.

Pray for the Lord to grow and develop the relationships that Nick and Amanda have with refugees in their 
city, giving them opportunities to share the love of Jesus in word and deed.

Pray for the Lord to daily refresh Nick and Amanda with His Spirit so that His love will overflow to many.
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JONATHAN & SHARON (Alicia & Gia ) 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT - INDIA

Jonathan and Sharon and their children Alicia 
(5) and Gia (3) live and work in New Delhi, 
India. Jonathan is originally from England and 
has lived and worked in India since 2010 after 
he graduated from Denver Seminary in the 
U.S. Jonathan and Sharon have been working 
with Development Associates International 
for the last 10 years teaching and mentoring 
young church leaders in India, Nepal, and Sri 
Lanka through ongoing non-formal training 
in servant leadership, integrity, and spiritual 
formation. Sharon started “Khushbu,” an 
outreach project in a Delhi slum in 2010 which 
has since multiplied and started a business 
working directly with under-privileged ladies in 

Delhi slums. In December 2016 Jonathan took 
over interim leadership of “Fusion,” a young 
Hindi/English evangelical non-denominational 
church of 150 members. Both Jonathan and 
Sharon have a passion for mentoring and 
training young leaders around South Asia 
(70% of the population is under 30). Jonathan 
does this through year-long non-formal 
courses focusing on character transformation 
and spiritual formation for young leaders 
as well as consulting with several churches 
and ministries around North India. Jonathan 
has visited 2PC several times since 2007 in 
connection with his father Dr. Raju Abraham. 

Pray that Jonathan would have insight to both train and envision young leaders with biblical vision 
and godly wisdom, that they might work together for the expansion of God’s Kingdom in India.

Pray that Jonathan would be able to build up a team of godly leaders in the church that can work 
together and submit to each other while advancing the ministries of the church.

Pray for Sharon’s work with women in the poorest districts in Delhi, that she would be able to 
communicate God’s plan for human dignity (the way He has invested each person with His image) 
and would be able to develop empowerment ministries that would be Gospel-centered.
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RAJU & CATHERINE 
PHYSICIAN / KACHHWA TRANSFORMATIONAL MINISTRIES - SOUTH ASIA

Years ago Dr. Raju and Catherine left a thriving 
medical practice in London to fulfill the Great 
Commission by going to Uttar Pradesh. They 
minister to the very poor in this state of over 
186 million people. Through KTM, they serve 
their region in a holistic ministry that includes 
educational training for children, nutrition and 
sanitation programs, a medical facility and 
hospital, micro-enterprise business training, 
and community development. The work at 
Kachhwa involves many aspects of ministry 
where professional medical care is given 
alongside church planter/pastor training and 

holistic ministry. The Kachhwa Bible Church 
continues to grow and their prayer is that it 
would grow more in love and holiness as they 
continue to focus on Christ. Many women are 
blessed through Catherine’s work with an 
annual conference that a team from Second 
assists with, and she praises God for His 
guidance in that ministry. The government of 
India has stepped up persecution of Christians, 
putting more restrictions on many areas to try 
to block Christian witness. While this makes 
ministry difficult, God is in control, and He is 
calling many to Himself.

Pray for strategy and for grace to face new government regulations and control.

Pray for those hearing the Gospel to respond to His love.

Pray for the many ministries that Raju and Catherine are involved in, that God would give them the 
strength, wisdom, and discernment they need for effective leadership.
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ARMAN  
NATIONAL PARTNER / PASTOR - KAZAKHSTAN

Arman has served as the pastor of Almagul 
Church in Almaty, Kazakhstan, since 2011. 
While for the past five years he has had to work 
a second ministry job to earn adequate income, 
this year he began working full-time for the 
church. 2017 was a difficult year for Arman, 
as the church experienced both division 
and the departure of several key leaders. In 
addition to these internal issues, churches 
in Kazakhstan have experienced increasing 

opposition from the government in regard to 
freedom of assembly and freedom of religious 
expression. The church needs wisdom to both 
function openly in society while fulfilling her 
mandate to reach out and serve others in the 
community, which is sometimes opposed by 
the government. Arman is married to Marina 
and they have three children, Artur, Amir, and 
Mia.

Pray that Arman would have wisdom, stamina, and focus, particularly this year, to faithfully lead 
and serve the church in her mission.

Pray that God would bring healing and unity to those who have felt the pain of division and 
misunderstanding.

Pray that God would raise up new leaders to serve the church and reach out to those who do not 
know Christ.

Pray that Arman and other church leaders would have wisdom and discernment to be public in their 
witness while being “under the radar” of governmental concerns.
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TIM & TANYA B. 
CENTRAL ASIA YOUNG LIFE - KYRGYZSTAN

Tim and Tanya, who celebrated their first 
anniversary in February, serve together in 
Kyrgyzstan ministering to youth and young 
adults. This past year they started their special 
needs ministry, Young Life Capernaum, based 
on the original YL Capernaum started in 
Kazakhstan by Zhanna. They are grateful for 
its quick success, as they are in one school 
weekly and waiting on the go-ahead for a 

second. They also go on home visits to see 
some of the kids who don’t go to school. 
The fitness club is more popular this year, 
and Tim has a team that he is training to be 
personal trainers to accommodate more 
kids. In addition, Tim leads a discipleship 
group that meets daily and he teaches two 
weekly Bible studies. 

Pray for strength, wisdom, and time management for Tim and Tanya as they manage many 
ministry duties.

Pray for YL Capernaum to be approved for a second school location.

Pray for more kids to come to the fitness center and for that facility to be an opportunity to 
increase outreach into the community.

Pray for Tim and Tanya to continue to grow in their marriage and ministry together.
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AZIM 
NATIONAL PARTNER / PASTOR - KAZAKHSTAN

Azim serves as the pastor of Rakim Fellowship. 
After public services of his fellowship came 
under governmental scrutiny, he re-organized 
his church into a cell church structure. Azim 
now seeks to establish home fellowships for 
people from an Islamic background where 
they can share around a meal as they sing 
together, discuss God’s Word, pray and care for 
each other, and contemplate outreach among 
their friends. Azim is seeking to develop a 

movement of such house churches that could 
be used to engage the many Muslims who 
culturally would never be able to enter a 
traditional church. Retraining a generation 
of people accustomed to a traditional church 
structure has been quite a challenge, and this 
model is not universally accepted among his 
colleagues. Azim is married to Anara and they 
have four children, Yusuf, Ilyas, Jasmine, and 
Kenesik. 

Pray that Azim will be able to faithfully shepherd the people of Rakim in their current house church 
model, and that he will be able to experiment and develop structures that will be replicable in other 
similar fellowships.

Pray for the other house church leaders with whom Azim works, that they together would be able 
to grow and develop this model to effectively reach Muslims in Kazakhstan.

Pray for Azim and Anara, who were not raised in a Christian environment, to have wisdom as their 
oldest child enters adolescence, that they would have wisdom to raise their children in the faith. 
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RUSLAN & ZHANNA (Rostik, Danislav, Gloria, Odelia) 
CENTRAL ASIA YOUNG LIFE - KAZAKHSTAN

Ruslan is the regional director of Young Life 
Central Asia and Zhanna is the former Soviet 
Union Director of the Capernaum Project, 
Young Life’s ministry to kids with special needs. 
Along with ministering to these kids, Zhanna 
ministers to their mothers through retreats 
and seminars. In the former Soviet Union, 
mothers of special needs children are often 
seen as cursed and the cause of their children 
being born with mental and/or physical 

disabilities. Ruslan ministers to youth though 
Young Life camps and helps train the next 
generation of YL leaders. Ruslan and Zhanna 
have a heart for kids and want to see all kids 
come to know Jesus Christ in a deep and 
personal way. They have poured themselves 
into the lives of youth for the past 18 years 
and are shaping a generation of young 
people across many countries in the former 
Soviet Union.  

Pray for Ruslan and Zhanna as they continue to expand YL Central Asia into new cities.

Pray for their ability to recruit, equip, and strengthen new volunteers to serve both typical kids and 
those with special needs.

Pray for new YL leaders to develop deep and abiding walks with the Lord and be encouraged 
in their ministry.
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THE YOUNGS 
AREA DIRECTORS - UWM - CENTRAL / SOUTH ASIA

The Lord has called the Youngs to a dual 
role in His plan for evangelism and missions 
in South Asia. As Area Directors for UWM 
in Asia, they travel throughout their region, 
encouraging and mentoring missionaries on 
the field.  One of their responsibilities is to plan 
and lead the annual UWM conference. This 
retreat is a tremendous encouragement to 
missionaries who are often isolated and weary 
from obstacles to their ministry. The Youngs 
also serve as part of a team in a large city that 
has been hostile to the Gospel and is a difficult 
place for Westerners to live. There the team is 
working to make inroads into both the Hindu 

and Muslim communities. As team members 
come and go, the team desires to be unified 
in purpose, using each person’s giftedness 
to reach the many lost in that part of the 
world. Not only are the cultural differences 
great, but there has been a crackdown by the 
national government on foreigners living in 
South Asia. Visas are difficult to acquire and 
demand regular visits out of the country to 
maintain. Nevertheless, the Youngs and their 
team persevere, knowing that the end result 
is the glory of God as people come to Christ 
and are saved.

Pray that the Lord will give the Youngs and their team open doors for the Gospel and energy to 
persevere in a difficult place of service.

Pray for an outpouring of the Spirit of Christ to draw many in their place of service to Him.

Pray for the Lord’s guidance for the Youngs as they balance their various ministry roles.
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MIDDLE
EAST

DAVE & JOYCE 
BIBLE TRANSLATORS - INDONESIA

After more than 43 years in Papua, Indonesia 
developing a Bauzi alphabet and translating 
the Bible into the Bauzi language, Dave and 
Joyce packed their two suitcases each and 
returned to the U.S. Dave will continue to assist 
Yormi, a young Bauzi man, with the completion 
the Old Testament, both via conference calls 
over the internet and by making short trips 
back to Papua. He will also help the ministry 
Faith Comes by Hearing complete the dramatic 
recording of the Bauzi NT. Joyce and coworker 

Rita turned over leadership of the literacy 
program to their Papuan co-worker Mira, who 
has taken on the challenge of continuing and 
further developing the literacy ministry. Joyce 
will continue to provide resource materials 
and encouragement to Mira from the U.S., in 
addition to making short trips back to help 
with the transition. After their furlough, Dave 
and Joyce will continue their assignment of the 
translating the Bauzi OT from the U.S.

Pray for logistics for the best time for Dave to return to help complete the remaining 14% of the 
dramatic recording of the Bauzi NT.

Pray for Dave and Joyce as they assist and provide resources from afar to Yormi and Mira, who 
continue working in Papua.

Pray that Dave and Joyce will be given grace to transition to long-term service in the U.S., the 
country they left more than 40 years ago.
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JACKIE 
EVANGELISM / OUTREACH - INDONESIA

For over a year Jackie has been on staff at 
Covenant City Church in Jakarta, Indonesia. 
During that time Jackie has studied the 
Indonesian language and culture as she 
has watched the Lord bless CCC. At the 
end of 2017, the church had a regular 
attendance of over 100 with 77 members. 
The Lord has given Jackie energy, skill, and 
a heart for a wide range of ministry. She 
has a bi-weekly English club with local 
friends who are nonbelievers. After leading 
this club for a year, she is happy to see 
its members sharing more and desiring 
deeper relationships. In the church, Jackie 
leads Bible studies and meets with women 

one-on-one. She spends time developing 
church leaders, answering questions 
for those who want to grow in their faith, 
and helping newcomers get connected 
to the church community. After having 
evangelism training, Jackie trains others 
in sharing the Gospel in a relevant way 
for the Indonesian culture.  Jackie also 
participates in CCC’s ministry to children at 
Karena Karesh Orphanage.  She was even 
able to serve as translator for a group of 
women who came from Second last fall! As 
Jackie leans into God’s design, He is using 
her to build relationships for His eternal 
purposes.

Pray for the Lord to bless Jackie and guide her in how to make the best use of her time for His 
Kingdom purposes.

Pray for all the people in Jackie’s English Club to come to saving faith.

Pray for an outpouring of the Holy Spirit to bring many Indonesians to Himself.
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DARYL & MARLENE BUSSERT 
MISSION AVIATORS - GLOBAL 

After spending 14 years in Colombia, South 
America, flying missionaries and supplies 
to remote areas (Daryl flew helicopters 
and Marlene was his radio operator), the 
Busserts now call Waxhaw, North Carolina 
their home. From there, they direct safety 
seminars, conduct safety inspections and 
surveys, and investigate aircraft accidents at 
JAARS bases worldwide. Marlene assists in a 
local prison ministry when she is not traveling 
with Daryl. For over 65 years JAARS, a branch 

of Wycliffe Bible Translators, has had the 
slogan, “Airplanes don't make translation 
easier, they make it possible.” JAARS has also 
developed other venues in which the Gospel is 
shared and interest sparked for future workers 
interested in aviation safety. Daryl and his 
team are thankful for completing the second 
consecutive year with no aviation accidents 
in their operations worldwide, quite an 
accomplishment considering the challenging 
environments in which they operate.

Pray for wisdom in 2018 as they develop plans and strategies to strive toward another safe year in 
missionary aviation.

Pray for discernment to see opportunities to present God’s plan outside the usual venue. 

Pray that they will be sensitive to and able to appropriately address the aviation issues that God 
brings their way.
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JOHN & DAWN 
MOBILIZING & STRENGTHENING TEAMS - SOUTHEAST ASIA

John and Dawn serve with Pioneers in 
South Asia and Mainland Southeast Asia 
(SAMSEA). In 1984, they took a survey trip to 
the Sundanese in West Java, Indonesia, where 
the Lord prompted them to trust Him for 1,000 
prayer partners. Numbers grew as they shared 
their vision for one of the largest unreached 
people groups in the world. Today they have 
more than 1,500 people who pray for them 
regularly! This year they have a new vision: 

God has called them to trust Him once again 
in praying for 1,000 heads of families in the 
SAMSEA region, an idea that they are calling 

“SAMSEA 1000.” They ask us to imagine how 
history could be forever rewritten in this part 
of His vineyard if 1,000 heads of families from 
Muslim, Hindu, and Buddhist backgrounds 
were captivated by our Father’s love and went 
on to share Christ with their extended families, 
neighbors and friends.

Pray for John’s and Dawn’s continued stamina and focus needed to serve the teams of this region 
well and for them to trust God for impossible things.

Pray for God’s intervention in several team members’ efforts to have their visas renewed.  

Pray for the continued development of a spiritual formation training program for the staff.  
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BRIAN & TERRI (AMY & CALEB) 
CAMPUS OUTREACH - THAILAND

Brian and Terri have served with Campus 
Outreach in Thailand for more than 20 
years,  where they focus on evangelizing and 
discipling college students. During their first 
evangelistic retreat in Chiang Mai, “Don’t 
Waste Your Life Retreat ’17,” two Christian 
students were able to share their testimony 
in front of their peers for the first time. A 
third-year student read the Bible and heard 
Christian worship music for the first time and 

20+ non-believers attended their first Christian 
retreat. Brian and Terri have met with over 100 
students since November. In December they 
had evangelistic Christmas parties on campus, 
in their home, and at their church. They are 
encouraging Christian students to reach out to 
friends and classmates who do not know the 
Lord. They were also uplifted by the country-
wide Campus Outreach staff conference in 
December.    

Pray that students will receive the truth being taught and will look for opportunities to establish key 
relationships with new students. 

Pray for the team ministering on campus, that the Lord will draw many to Himself and build Thai 
laborers on the campus for the lost world!   

Pray that God would continue to renew Brian and Terri in their love for Him and their personal 
knowledge of His grace, that they might be able to serve others faithfully from full hearts.
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RANDY & MARTHA 
COACHING / MENTORING / TRAINING – GLOBAL

During the first six months of 2017, Randy 
and Martha were on sabbatical in the U.S., 
working through a review of their seasons on 
the field and seeking a fresh vision of God’s 
calling. In June, EPC World Outreach offered 
them a position on the “Home Team,” where 
they can use their experience to help coach, 
mentor, and train new workers in reaching 
Malay people throughout the world. They will 
be based in the U.S., but will continue to coach 
both new WO workers and Frontier teams in 
Southeast Asia through site visits and online 

interaction. All three teams work among the 
Malay, seeking those who would respond to 
Christ. One of the teams is in a particularly 
hard area, working with Rohingya refugees 
from Myanmar. Another team works with 
housekeepers in Hong Kong, visiting and 
ministering to their families in Southeast Asia. 
Many of these women are very poor and often 
suffer abuse. All these ministries are upheld 
daily among a large group of people engaged 
in a year of prayer for the Malay.

Pray that God would send more laborers to aid in these ministries. 

Pray that God would give these workers strength and wisdom to thwart the spiritual attacks 
of the enemy. 

Pray that God would bless Randy and Martha in their new position with EPC World Outreach. 
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JEFF & LYNNE (Evan, Jayden, Calvin, Jenna & Darren) 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT / CHURCH PLANTING - SOUTHEAST ASIA

Jeff and Lynne serve in Southeast Asia as 
team leaders with growing ministry initiatives. 
Jeff uses his media skills to make Scriptures 
available online in text and audio form through 
mobile apps and programs. They are also 
leading teams through disciple-making 
trainings. They hosted a four-day nationwide 
prayer retreat that was a huge success and 
have been encouraged by several meetings 
with Southeast Asian leaders on prayer and 
proclamation. In addition to leading their team, 
they are also involved with three strategic 

projects/initiatives. The first is 525 Prayer, an 
initiative to get Southeast Asian people to 
follow Jesus in each of their country’s 52 zones 
within the next five years. The second is MY 
Media, a project to make Scripture available 
to Southeast Asians online and in their own 
language. The third is a Southeast Asian 
Partnership. One personal challenge weighs 
on them, however, as all five of their children 
have been diagnosed with dyslexia and require 
specialized education materials.

Pray for Lynne as she spends one-on-one time with each of the children working through 
specialized materials to help with their dyslexia.

Pray for a Southeast Asian disciple-making movement in the next four years.

Pray for God to open doors for Jeff, Lynne, and their teammates to proclaim the Gospel clearly in 
their country. 
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GREG & SALLY LIVINGSTONE 
MISSIONARY TRAINING / MENTORING - GLOBAL

Greg and Sally have been missionaries 
to Muslims for over 60 years, and despite 
advancing years and health issues, they are 
actively and passionately working to continue 
reaching Muslim people with the Gospel. Greg 
attended a conference in Thailand where he 
met 850 missionaries who are focused on the 
1.7 billion Muslims in the world. Among the 
group were 240 former Muslims who have 
come to know Jesus and are now sharing the 
Gospel with other Muslims. He heard many 
stirring testimonies including the following 
account from a woman from India. “One 
75-year-old high caste Indian woman shared 
how the Lord Jesus called her to Himself 

through a dream. Although her husband was 
sorry, he told her that he would need to divorce 
her. So he took her to a ‘Bishop of Islam’ who 
insisted that it could not have been Jesus on 
the cross because the Koran teaches that 
Allah switched Judas to the cross making him 
look like Jesus. She prayed silently and replied, 
‘Sir, it was surely Jesus Himself on the cross, 
because neither Judas nor any other man 
tortured by the Romans would have prayed, 

“Forgive them, Father, for they know not what 
they do.”’ Her husband came to Christ.” Greg 
and Sally enjoy opening their home to friends 
and co-workers where they encourage others 
to be part of the Great Commission.

Pray for the Lord to sustain Greg and Sally and give them the health and strength they need to 
continue to labor for Him.

Pray for the Lord to raise up a new generation of missionaries who are burdened for the Muslim 
world.

Pray that Christ will establish His church in places that have been hostile to the Gospel.
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JOHN M. 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT / CHURCH PLANTER - SOUTHEAST ASIA

John has always been drawn to those who have 
not heard the Gospel and who do not have a 
credible witness among them. This led to the 
start of a mariculture project growing sea 
cucumbers in Southeast Asia. Recently, they 
have seen a lot of the groundwork they put in 
place come to fruition. Many church planters, 
both national and expats, have come into 
meaningful relationships with Muslim villagers 
from one of the largest unreached people 
groups in this country. It is a small-scale 

version of what they hope to see replicated on 
a much broader scale in the coming years. 
They have found that this project has opened 
doors into communities long considered 

“closed” and difficult to reach. They now 
have national and expatriate church planters 
spending time regularly in these unengaged 
Muslim villages, working side by side with 
their Muslim partners, eating with them and 
frequently spending the night in their homes. 

Pray for safety for their team members as there is a lot of ocean travel.

Pray for the first large-scale sale of sea cucumbers to help their project become 
financially independent.

Pray for developing relationships with other communities. In their province alone there are 
3,000 islands.
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TEZAR & TATIANA (Elena) 
CHURCH PLANTERS - INDONESIA

Last July, Covenant City Church celebrated 
its first anniversary. With more than 70 
members, an average attendance of over 
100, and the need for a children’s ministry, 
CCC moved to a larger location in Central 
Jakarta. Tezar and Tatiana launched a 
theological cohort (in-depth study of a 
particular doctrine) studying union with 
Christ. It was such a success that they will 
launch their second cohort in 2018 on the 
topic, “How to Study the Bible.” They have 
expanded to four community groups, with 

most of the group members exploring the 
Gospel for the first time. They have also 
begun a new program, “Point of Contact.” 
To these meetings they plan to invite friends 
from other walks of life to hear and explore 
the Gospel, addressing difficult questions 
in the faith, such as, "How can the Bible be 
God's Word when it is written by men?" or 

"Isn't saying that Christ is the only way to 
God divisive and exclusive?" They hope that 
this effort will be a stepping stone for their 
members in their own personal ministries.

Pray for the Lord to continue to use His Gospel work in the lives of His people in this city.

Pray that God would raise up more leaders to serve in Covenant City Church and that Tezar would 
have wisdom and insight to train them and provide structure for them to serve in the growing 
church.

Pray for Tatiana and their new baby expected in April 2018.
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SAMEDY SOK 
NATIONAL PARTNER / DIRECTOR OF WORLD RELIEF - CAMBODIA

Samedy Sok is the director of World Relief 
Cambodia. In this role he oversees the senior 
staff in Phnom Penh as they develop and 
implement World Relief’s integral mission 
ministry in Cambodia. Over the past 15 
years they have seen the country move from 
0.5% Christian to 2.5% Christian, which is 
tremendous. Nevertheless, societal opposition 
to the church is high, and the government 

makes it difficult for new churches to gain 
legal status. Thus, World Relief has primarily 
worked to establish cell churches who will 
care for the vulnerable in their communities. 
The political and economic situation in 
Cambodia makes the work challenging. But 
World Relief has continued to see people come 
to faith and begin to meet in cell churches 
(now 418) as they begin to walk with Christ.

Pray for Samedy to have wisdom and energy to empower and serve his senior staff as they implement 
the Church Empowerment Zone strategy in their first province. This strategy seeks to join churches 
together so they can cooperate in serving the vulnerable in their districts.

Pray for Samedy as he works to develop understanding and a spirit of collaboration with other missions 
and agencies operating in Cambodia, that they together might have an effective witness in Cambodia.

Pray that the most vulnerable in Cambodia would be introduced to the love of Christ through volunteers 
and staff of World Relief and that many would “taste and see that the Lord is good.”
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YUSUF AND PARI CP TEAMS 
NATIONAL CHURCH PLANTING PARTNERS  - INDONESIA

Yusuf Supriyono is the director of PARI, 
one of our key national partners in 
Indonesia. He oversees 14 teams, four 
of which are supported fully by our 
Indonesia Partnership, that seek to engage 
Sundanese Muslims with the message 
of Jesus. Teams prayerfully walk through 
their target areas daily, asking God to guide 
them to people (99.9% Muslim) whom He 
is preparing to hear and respond to the 

good news. They then engage these people 
in conversation, seeking to present the 
Gospel and invite the listeners to respond. 
When individuals come to faith, the teams 
begin to disciple them, lead them through 
baptism, and prepare them to share their 
new faith with others, eventually forming 
small house churches of new believers. In 
this way, churches are being started at the 
grassroots level.

Pray that God would grant Yusuf wisdom and direction as he oversees all the teams and seeks to 
train, support, and coordinate programs for all these workers.

Pray specifically for the Judah, Paul, and David teams (the names of the teams the Indonesia 
Partnership churches have adopted), that they would have spiritual stamina and perseverance to 
initiate new relationships to share Christ with more people.

Pray for the new believers and new house churches, that God would strengthen and establish the 
faith of these new believers and protect them from opposition and persecution that often comes 
from their former community.

MIDDLE
EAST
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& DEVELOPMENT
EUROPE
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LIZZIE & STEVE DONLEY 
YOUTH MINISTRY - ROMANIA

Steve and Lizzie met at a pre-field training 
program in April of 2017. Lizzie was headed 
to India and Steve was headed to Latvia, 
but the Lord had a different plan for them: 
Romania. After an accelerated courtship and 
engagement, they were married in November 
and visited Romania in January, where their 
call was confirmed. They will work with youth 
and college students as part of a Josiah 
Venture team committed to evangelism 
through the local church. Steve has served on 

multiple short-term teams with JV, and now 
they will be working on a growing national 
JV team in Romania with a few people Steve 
knew from field ministry over 10 years ago. 
Steve and Lizzie plan to serve in Romania in 
the summer in preparation for a long-term 
move to Cluj, Romania, in the fall. Cluj is a 
major university town, second only to the 
capital, Bucharest, so they will have endless 
opportunity to engage youth and students 
with the Gospel.

Pray for God to prepare Steve and Lizzie for service together in Romania. Pray that they would 
grow in understanding and communication as newlyweds, that they might be effective in ministry 
together.

Pray for summer camps and events that Steve and Lizzie will support this summer. Pray that 
young people will be drawn to Christ and that they will be able to connect with ongoing ministry 
through local churches. 

Pray for a fruitful time of preparation, support raising, and transition as they prepare to move to 
the field at the end of 2018.
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BILL & LAUREN FINNELL (Abby and Will) 
MISSIONARY CARE - SPAIN

The Finnells have completed their first home 
ministry assignment, settled into their new 
home in Spain, and begun adapting to new 
routines. Abby and Will started school in 
October at Colegio El Pinar, which is close 
enough that they can come home each day for 
lunch. Their adjustment to school is slow but 
steady. Bill says that after several moves in 
recent years, they have learned, "It just takes 
time." As they continue to learn their roles on 

the team, they are grateful for the immediate 
ways they have been able to offer support to 
missionaries. Bill has completed his last class 
for his doctoral degree in counseling and 
lacks only his dissertation. He has been able 
to participate in some counseling sessions 
with missionaries who are in town for care. 
Also, they have been able to host several 
missionaries for meals in their home. 

Pray for God’s provision for the two training trips in which Bill will participate this year that the 
whole family needs to attend.

Pray for Bill as he takes his dissertation course in South Carolina in June. 

Pray for the missionaries that receive care from Bill and the others at this center, that they might 
be restored, encouraged, and strengthened for ministry.
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CENTRAL 
/SOUTH AMERICA
Guille & Debbie MacKenzie pg.67
Juan & Maria Patt pg.68
Craig & Stacy Pohl pg.69 
Marcelo Robles pg.70
Austin Smith pg.71
Kyle & Claudia Zimmerman pg.72

MISSIONARY INDEX

AFRICA
Larry Brown pg.74
Pieter Ernst pg.75
Scott & Tina Lawrence pg.76
Heath & Angela Many pg.77
Judy Mbugua pg.78
Gibson Nkanaunena pg.79
Steve & Marion Spencer pg.80

EUROPE
Steve & Lizzie Donley pg.38
Bill & Lauren Finnell pg.39
Rob & Tunde Futo pg.44
Chris & Debbie Gibson pg.45
Giotis Kantartzis pg.46
Stephen & Belinda Kelley pg.47
Leslie Kuhn pg.48
Fridtjof Leemhuis pg.49
Valery & Janna Morozov pg.50
Clarke & Khrystya Norton pg.51
Jonathan & Amy Prudhomme pg.52
Ronnie & Jane Stevens pg.53
Bob & Janie Till pg.54
Theo Visser pg.55

MIDDLE EAST
Ryan & Glenda pg.4
Aileen Coleman pg.5
Dave & Robin pg.6
Robby & Joyce pg.7
Herb & Heather pg.8
Norm & Ruth Ann pg.9
Greg & Elizabeth pg.10
Laura pg.11
Brian & Joanne pg.12
Michael & Caroline pg.13
Haley  pg.14
Nick & Amanda pg.15
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EAST ASIA
Paul & Violette Bridgman pg.57
Andy & Brooke Cheely pg.58
David & Aliece pg.59
Roger & Abi Lowther pg.60
Thomas & Jennifer McIntyre pg.61
Tim & Huilan pg.62
David & Lisa pg.63
Jeff & Katie pg.64
Enoch pg.65

       

CENTRAL /SOUTH ASIA
Jonathan & Sharon pg.17
Raju & Catherine pg.18
Arman  pg.19
Tim & Tanya pg.20
Azim pg.21 
Ruslan & Zhanna pg.22
The Youngs pg.23
 

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Dave & Joyce pg.25
Jackie pg.26
Daryl & Marlene Bussert pg.27
John & Dawn pg.28
Brian & Terri pg.29
Randy & Martha pg.30
Jeff & Lynne pg.31
Greg & Sally  pg.32
John M pg.33
Tezar & Tatiana pg.34
Samedy Sok pg.35
Yusuf & PARI SCF 
Judah teams pg.36
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ROB & TUNDE FUTO (Hajnal & Csenge) 
CHURCH PLANTERS - HUNGARY

Rob and Tunde are busy with many activities 
at their church plant in Budapest. The 10 Bible 
study groups are going very well and meeting 
weekly. New leaders are doing a great job 
organizing meetings and leading small group 
discussions with the youth program. Rob is 
preaching and pouring his energy into the 
church plant, overseeing the various programs 

as he is trying to be sensitive to meet the 
different needs of their congregation. Along 
with the many ways the family is involved with 
the church, Rob and Tunde are enjoying seeing 
their teenage girls grow in wisdom, their daily 
walk with the Lord, and their own involvement 
in the youth group. Tunde is enjoying her work 
toward her master’s degree in counseling.

Pray for the Bible study groups to grow in their faith as they study the Bible.

Pray that the youth leaders would truly love the young people the Lord entrusts to them and for 
protection from the evil one.

Pray for Rob to have the strength he needs each day.

Pray that the counseling course would prove a great help to Tunde in her ministry.
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CHRIS & DEBBIE GIBSON 
MISSIONARY CARE - EPC WORLD OUTREACH - HUNGARY

The Gibsons feel very blessed to be based 
overseas again, as it gives them easier 
access to spend time with each of the EPC 
missionaries where they live and work. This 
also enables them to experience firsthand the 
reality of life on the field. Time and time again 
families tell Chris and Debbie how much their 
visits mean to them. Missionary care is very 
valuable in keeping our missionaries healthy 
and on the field. Especially hard on missionary 
families is the education of their children and 

adjusting to cross-cultural settings. Chris and 
Debbie will be traveling to Thailand to provide 
care to those serving in Central and Southeast 
Asia, focusing on the children’s educational 
needs. In February of 2018, Chris and Debbie 
took part in a training event in Indonesia 
working with World Outreach team leader 
couples from five countries. Chris and Debbie 
have trips planned to visit workers in North 
Africa and the Middle East later this year.

Pray for wisdom for the Gibsons as they bring comfort, healing, and encouragement to 
missionaries. 

Pray for strength and safety as they travel to difficult areas this year.

Pray for Chris and Debbie as they work to help missionary families develop healthy educational 
strategies for their children on the field.
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GIOTIS KANTARTZIS 
NATIONAL PARTNER / PASTOR - GREECE

Giotis Kantartzis, pastor of First Greek 
Evangelical Church of Athens, leads a church 
planting initiative in his city. Over the past 10 
years he has prepared pastors to start five 
new churches serving diverse communities 
in Athens, including Iranians, Albanians, 
refugees, and philosophical anarchists. His 
approach is to give key leaders a love for the 
city by closely connecting to (or creating) 
mercy ministries that directly engage the 
needs of the city. These include centers for 

urban youth, non-accompanied immigrant 
children, and Syrian and Afghan refugees. 
He trains church leaders in these contexts, 
so the churches they start are integrally 
connected to the needs of their communities. 
He does this while serving as the only 
pastor at his church and while continuing 
to contribute to evangelical scholarship in 
Southern Europe.

Pray for the Lord to bless each pastor and leader in the Polis church planting movement, that He 
might use each one to draw many diverse people to Himself, and that 2-3 new churches would be 
launched in the next two years.

Pray that the Lord would bless the integration house and other mercy ministries that serve 
refugees, that they might experience the love of Christ through those who help them assimilate 
into life in Greece.

Pray that the Lord would give Giotis wisdom to daily discern how to serve his church, the other 
church leaders in the Polis ministry, and the many diverse needs in his city.
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STEPHEN & BELINDA 
REFUGEE / OUTREACH MINISTRY - EUROPE

Stephen is originally from Egypt and has a 
passion for sharing the love of Christ with 
Muslims. In addition to overseeing the 
European Training Center, which trains 
leaders from Muslim backgrounds and offers 
support and encouragement, Stephen also 
serves with EPC/WO, heading up the refugee 
ministry in Europe and recruiting Arabic and 
Kurdish speakers to help refugees. Stephen 

and Belinda divide their time between the 
European Training Center, refugee work 
in Northern Europe, and their base in the 
U.S. Stephen travels often to pastor, pray for, 
and encourage both workers and refugees 
suffering the agony of being displaced from 
their home due to war and strife. Stephen 
speaks to house churches and Arabic churches, 
and he provides training and encouragement.  

Pray that refugees will receive the Gospel that is being taught.

Pray that members of Stephen’s team will be prepared for opposition associated with outreach and 
that their team will feel unified.

Stephen asks prayer for energy, stamina, health, protection, and faithfulness to the work of God as 
he teaches and ministers to refugees.
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LESLIE KUHN 
GEM TEAM COACH - GERMANY

Coming to a country with a new language 
and new set of cultural norms can be very 
difficult for new missionaries. Leslie helps 
missionaries adapt to the German culture by 
patiently providing insight and interpretation 
of German language and culture. She assists 
them with everything from negotiating a 
lease to shopping in the neighborhood 
grocery store. This year Leslie has been 
strengthening her skills in cultural coaching 

through “Discipling Multicultural Training” 
meetings. Leslie is excited about the new 
interim GEM field leader and prospects 
for moving forward to reach more people 
with the Gospel. There is a need for more 
language and culture coaches. Leslie praises 
God for all the opportunities during the past 
year, particularly during the Advent Season, 
to share Christ 

Pray for Leslie as she assists new missionaries in adapting to a new culture and becoming 
established in their work.

Pray for more language and culture coaches, like Leslie, to assist GEM missionaries in Germany 
and other countries.

Pray for the cross-cultural understanding and effectiveness of the new missionaries Leslie 
coaches, that they might be well used to spread the Gospel in their cities of service.
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FRIDTJOF LEEMHUIS 
NATIONAL PARTNER / CHURCH PLANTER - GERMANY

Fridtjof and Marianna Leemhuis live in Berlin 
and have been part of the European City-to-
City church planting movement. Their church 
is just now maturing and moving out of the 

“church plant” stage, with the goal of being fully 
self-sufficient by their 10th anniversary in 2019. 
The church, called Kreuzbergprojekt, gets 
its name from the eclectic neighborhood of 
young artists and workers where it is located. 
There they reach out with the Gospel to those 
who have never heard the good news, many 
of whom  perceive the church as legalistic. 

Their church has also developed a partnership 
with a ministry that serves refugees in Berlin. 
They participate with the “Refugio,” a ministry 
that gives job skills and German language 
practice to refugees. They witness to God’s love 
for “sojourners” to refugees themselves and 
to other German volunteers in the program. 
Fridtjof and Marianna had their first child in 
January and are learning to be physical parents 
while they continue to serve as spiritual 
parents to many.

Pray that the Lord would bless Fridtjof as he leads the church ministry and that God would give Him 
wisdom as he leads the church toward maturity both in structure and spiritual development. 

Pray that the Lord would bless and multiply the holistic ministry of Kreuzbergprojekt and help them 
to faithfully witness to the diverse people in their community.

Pray that the Lord would give wisdom and strength to Fridtjof and Marianna as they love and raise 
their new baby, Johanna.
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VALERY & JANNA MOROZOV 
BIBLE TRANSLATORS / MISSIONARY TRAINERS - RUSSIA

Valery and Janna Morozov have served as 
leaders of Wycliffe Bible Translators Russia 
for 18 years. Wycliffe works to translate the 
Bible so that people groups can have access 
to the Word of God in their native language. 
One group without a written language is the 
Eastern Khanty, a group of reindeer herders 
living within the Arctic Circle. Last year the 
Morozovs and other Wycliffe missionaries 
crossed the treacherous Arctic terrain to take 
Bible Audio Stories to the Eastern Khanty. 
While on the journey the missionaries’ car 
overturned, leaving them uninjured but with 
the car windows shattered. The resourceful 
missionaries taped plastic over the broken 

windows and went on despite the cold. The 
Morozovs were so grateful that they had 
persevered when they experienced the joy and 
gratitude of the Khanty people as they heard 
stories from God’s Word. Recently, Valery and 
Janna have been involved with a Bible for the 
hearing impaired. While technically impaired 
people can read the primitive Russian Bible 
text, they are only able to understand about 5% 
of its meaning. In January Wycliffe celebrated 
the translation of the first 32 chronological 
Bible stories in Russian Sign Language. They 
hope that this translation can be taken to the 
hearing impaired throughout the former Soviet 
countries. 

Pray for the Lord to bless and grow the ministry of Wycliffe missionaries who are seeking to give 
the Word to those who have no access to the Bible.

Pray for the Lord to use the Bible translation for the hearing impaired to turn many hearts toward 
Him and enable translators to finish the entire Bible.

Pray for the Lord to bless and guide Valery and Janna as they lead Wycliffe Russia and minister to 
people in St. Petersburg.
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CLARKE AND KHRYSTYA NORTON (Emma) 
YOUTH MINISTRY – UKRAINE

Clarke and Khrystya lead the “tween” and teen 
ministries of the L’viv Reformed Church “Holy 
Trinity,” the MTW church plant in L’viv, Ukraine. 
Clarke has served in various capacities on 
this team since 2009, primarily in university 
ministry. Khrystya is Ukranian and from 
L’viv and came to faith in 2012 through the 
university ministry (part of RUF International). 
Clarke and Khrystya served together in an 

orphanage ministry before they were married 
in 2015. Their work involves developing the 
church’s new youth ministry, special projects, 
discipleship, leading Sunday school classes, 
and meeting with kids and parents. Clarke and 
Khrystya have one child, Emma, who was born 
in December of 2017. They plan to return to 
L’viv in March.

Pray for a quick adjustment back into ministry life and for wisdom and energy to develop and 
increase their church’s new youth ministry.

Pray for their work on the broader team, that they will be able to multiply leaders through faithful 
discipleship who will expand God’s kingdom in Western Ukraine.

Pray for Clarke and Khrystya, that they might grow as parents and have wisdom to balance family 
and ministry demands in a missional way.
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JONATHAN & AMY PRUDHOMME 
CHURCH PLANTERS - ITALY

Jonathan and Amy are part of a church 
planting team in Casalecchio, a suburb 
of Bologna, Italy. In a country where there 
is “a form of religion without true faith,” the 
Prudhommes are building relationships to 
share the Gospel of Christ. In their first year 
of marriage and ministry they have been 
challenged by comments like these: “I am a 
nominal Catholic. I was baptized as a baby and 
that is all that matters.” “Why would anyone 
really need to read their Bible?” “I learned 
in school that if I was not good, the demons 
would get me and I would go straight to hell.” 
While these statements are heartbreaking, 
the Lord has used them as springboards for 

further spiritual conversations. Despite the 
reality of deep spiritual confusion, Amy and 
Jonathan are nevertheless encouraged by how 
they see the Lord working in their midst. Last 
summer, a young refugee was baptized at 
their church, Nuova Speranza. Jonathan has 
built a relationship with a young man who has 
been faithful to study the Bible with him. Amy 
has built friendships with several ladies in her 
language class. They have a sweet unity with 
their teammates. The church outreach events 
have been well-attended and they have been 
able to start a small youth group.

Pray that the Lord will continue to bless Amy's language and cultural acquisition.

Pray for the Lord to guide and use Jonathan and Amy to break through complacent and hard hearts 
with the power of the Gospel and bring many Italians to saving faith.

Pray for the Lord to bless the ministry of Nuova Speranza Church.

Pray for Amy’s health and stamina as she and Jonathan are expecting their first child in July.
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RONNIE & JANE STEVENS 
PREACHER / TEACHER - RUSSIA

The Lord has used Ronnie Stevens to 
effectively preach the Gospel for many years. 
For 24 of those years, Ronnie and Jane have 
been abroad. Most recently, Ronnie served 
as a pastor of Moscow Bible Church. Last 
November, Ronnie left his formal position at 
the church. Now the Stevens plan to minister 
not only in Moscow but from Moscow. Ronnie 
has ongoing ministries in former Communist 
states such as Serbia and the Czech Republic. 

He also ventures to countries not open to 
the Gospel, encouraging local pastors, many 
from Muslim backgrounds, and ministers to 
refugees and others eager to hear the good 
news. While in Moscow, Jane continues her 
ministry of connecting art and the Gospel as 
she lectures on biblical themes from the vast 
array of art in that city.

Pray for the Lord to fill Ronnie and Jane with His Spirit, giving them all that they need to do His will.

Pray that the Lord would open doors to countries that are often closed to Gospel ministry, so that 
Ronnie can encourage Christians there.

Pray that the people to whom they minister would turn to Christ and that the leaders whom they 
serve would be strengthened and equipped to fulfill their ministries.
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BOB & JANIE TILL 
MOBILIZING MINISTRY AMONG REFUGEES - EUROPE

Bob and Janie Till work with Greater Europe 
Mission ministering to refugees in Europe 
while connecting with and supporting other 
missionaries throughout the continent. They 
report that while the refugee crisis is no 
longer headline news, it has not abated, with 
over 60 million refugees in the world. Two 
of the most strategic countries for reaching 
refugees with the Gospel are Germany and 
Greece. The Tills are thankful for a former 
imam-turned-evangelist who, amidst 
persecution, continues to lead people to Jesus 
while planting churches in refugee camps in 

Greece. Another individual is “M,” a 17-year-
old refugee who fled his Islamic country at his 
father’s insistence. Alone in a refugee camp on 
the Greek island of Lesvos, he was introduced 
to Christ by a young student at the Greek 
Bible College who was ministering to those 
in the camp. After witnessing the healing of a 
fellow refugee, and calling upon God to heal 
his own mother, M began to listen intently to 
the Gospel. The Tills are praying that he would 
grow in his understanding of the Gospel and 
fully commit his life to the Lord.   

Pray that God would continue to send workers to the millions of refugees in Greece and Germany. 

Pray for Bob and Janie as they work with teams, missionaries, and students in their ministry 
among the refugees in Greece. 

Pray that refugees who face persecution because of their conversion to Christianity would receive 
asylum status in European countries.
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THEO VISSER 
NATIONAL PARTNER / CHURCH PLANTER - NETHERLANDS

Theo Visser is both a church planter in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and a builder 
of intercultural church planting networks in 
Europe. Theo has planted several churches 
in Rotterdam that reach out to various ethnic 
communities and combine community groups 
in their neighborhoods with common worship 
among diverse people groups. This passion for 
multi- or inter-cultural church planting has 
led Theo to develop a ministry throughout the 
Netherlands that envisions and equips other 
pastors and church planters to launch similar 

ministries. Last year Theo turned that ministry 
over to his colleague Hans, and launched ICP 
EU, a ministry that desires to see inter-cultural 
churches launched and established throughout 
Europe. He is seeking key leaders in five 
other countries with whom he can partner to 
launch country movements. They together can 
then plan envisioning conferences, training 
programs, and coaching networks to help 
expand this movement.

Pray for the Lord of the harvest to establish an inter-cultural church planting movement across Europe.

Pray for Leef!, the church where Theo now serves, to continue to grow and reach out, as they seek 
to plant a daughter church this year.

Pray for Theo and his wife, Reineke, who develops intercultural worship music, to effectively 
partner together in ministry while faithfully raising and discipling their children.
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& DEVELOPMENT
EAST ASIA
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PAUL & VIOLET BRIDGMAN 
CHURCH PLANTERS - JAPAN

Paul grew up with parents who served as 
missionaries in Japan. He and wife Violette 
have now served there for over 30 years. For 
many of those years, they had a strong ministry 
at Sanyo Grace Church where Paul was the 
pastor. In 2011, their years of prayer and hard 
work were fulfilled with the construction of a 
new church on a main street in Akaiwa, called 
Sakuragaoka Christian Church (which means 

Cherry Hill). With its own pastor and building, 
the church continues to grow, with Paul 
occasionally preaching, and Violette assisting 
as needed, leading ESL classes to develop 
relationships and doing volunteer work in the 
community. For those who express interest 
in Christ, they hold Bible studies in Japanese 
during the week. 

Pray that Sakuragaoka Christian Church would continue to develop and have an effective outreach 
in the community.

Pray that believers will continue to function as the body of Christ, grow into maturity, and reach out 
to family and neighbors who don’t know the Lord.

Pray for Paul and Violet’s health and that their personal ministry will continue to prosper. 
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ANDY & BROOKE CHEELY (Abigail & Esther) 
CAMPUS OUTREACH INTERNATIONAL - GLOBAL

After serving in East Asia for 24 years, Andy 
and Brooke are excited about his new position 
at Campus Outreach International (“COIN”) 
in Birmingham, Alabama. Andy is serving 
as Director of Operations and is primarily 
responsible for growing the number of new 
international staff from 50 to about 200 in the 
next five years. After multiple training events 
earlier last year, the directors of 22 United 
States regions and eight international regions 
of COIN met in Atlanta for training, strategy, 

and prayer. The training of staff is of utmost 
importance to serving with excellence in the 
job openings in international regions across 
the world. Within days of arriving in the U.S., 
Brooke had surgery for a ruptured disc. She is 
doing well following her back surgery. The girls 
are adjusting well considering East Asia was 
the only home they had ever known. Abigail is 
in a Christian school and Esther continues with 
homeschooling. 

Pray for more laborers. The Global Resource Center has received requests from 19 churches in 15 
countries to have COIN teams come and help them reach university students. 

Pray for Andy, Brooke, and the girls as they continue to transition into life in the U.S.

Pray that Andy will be able to understand the culture and needs of his new organization, connect to 
leadership both in the U.S. and abroad, and be able to expand the international work of CO by the 
power and guidance of the Spirit.
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DAVID & ALIECE (Zebby, Mirah & Ziera) 
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION & CHURCH DEVELOPMENT - EAST ASIA

After commuting across the Pacific for 
nearly 10 years, David and his family have 
moved to East Asia. David helps the local 
church with ministry vision and planning, 
while also serving as the academic 
dean of a local seminary. Aliece both 
homeschools their children and works 
part-time with a colleague establishing a 
Christian counseling center. David teaches 
courses both at the local seminary and at 
other seminaries in East Asia. He recently 
taught a week-long intensive course on the 
Reformation. David and Aliece are working 

on establishing a counseling office and 
developing training materials for a 12-month 
full time counseling program. Recently, the 
government has made it a requirement 
that all house churches must be registered 
with the government. After registration, 
the government will have control over the 
church and tithes will need to be submitted 
to government officials. Then the church 
would have to submit an application for 
funding any proposed ministry. 

Pray for David and Aliece to faithfully serve the local church and the community in which they live 
through preaching, teaching, and counseling. 

Pray for David to have wisdom as he helps local churches navigate the new government 
requirements. 

Pray for their health, particularly David’s and Zeira’s, as the air quality is so poor that they both 
struggle significantly with sleep and lung issues.
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ROGER & ABI LOWTHER (Aiden, Eastin, Coen, Kaizen) 
CHURCH PLANTERS / MUSICIANS - JAPAN

Roger and Abi are both classically trained 
musicians who use their gifts to bring the 
Gospel to the people of Tokyo through music 
and arts. From relief work to public concerts, 
they have seen much fruit from their labors. 
Roger serves as Director of Faith and Art, and 
Abi serves as Music Worship Leader at Grace 
City Church in Tokyo. They also serve the 
greater church of Japan through Community 
Arts Tokyo, a ministry that seeks to reconnect 
arts to people’s daily lives and ultimately to 
Jesus. Community Arts Tokyo hosts concerts, 

lectures, and symposiums, and it provides 
a wide range of music education. This 
past Christmas, the Lowthers enjoyed two 
beautiful Christmas Eve services in classical 
and jazz styles at their church. Afterwards, 
they had an outreach dinner in their 
apartment with Christian and non-Christian 
musician friends. They are in the U.S. for a 
six-month home ministry assignment from 
January through June of 2018. 

Pray for the Lowthers to have rest and refreshment during their home furlough.

Pray for their boys to find ways to practice their Japanese while in the U.S. and for a reasonable 
adjustment to American school.

Even though the tsunami was seven years ago, many homes are still uninhabitable. Pray for the 
hearts of these people to be touched by Roger’s concerts.
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THOMAS & JENNIFER MCINTYRE (Ashlee & Tyler) 
CHURCH PLANTERS/COMMUNITY OUTREACH - TAIWAN

Thomas’ and Jennifer’s lives are filled with 
church and community activities designed to 
spread the truth of the Gospel to the people of 
Taiwan. Christmas is an especially receptive 
time and involves many ways to interact with 
their community. Handing out hundreds of 
gifts to children with Gospel presentations, 
sponsoring a second-hand clothing give-a-
way for the local community, and leading 
prayer walks and singing Christmas carols 
in neighborhoods were very effective. Even 

the temple workers were very receptive to 
the caroling in front of their temple! During 
their park ministry, a short-term team from 
Singapore came to help and lead a special 
worship service. Jennifer and Thomas 
shared the Christmas story in three different 
schools, including Ashlee’s and Tyler’s school. 
God has blessed their church with a good, 
steady attendance and is using the outreach 
programs to draw people to Himself. 

Pray for Thomas and Jennifer to have abundant energy and ideas as they minister to the 
people of Taiwan. 

Pray for open, receptive hearts in a spiritually dark community.

Pray for everyone to hear the Gospel clearly through all the events.
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TIM & HUILAN (Ethan, Micah, Ciana) 
PRESBYTERY & SEMINARY DEVELOPMENT - EAST ASIA

Tim and Huilan serve in East Asia where they 
have recently worked with their presbytery 
to resolve a stressful church split. While the 
issues were resolved in a peaceful manner, 
the tensions were not small and the leaders 
of the emerging East Asian church are still 
learning how to embrace a biblical approach 
to conflict. More challenges lie ahead this year, 
as their country is implementing new policies 
in February regarding unregistered religious 
gatherings and organizations. Their house 

church is anticipating suffering for the sake 
of Christ.  At the same time, they are praising 
God for a successful week training a church 
planting group. Huilan, together with the wife 
of another East Asian church planter, recently 
trained the wives of 12 church planters from 
around the country. Huilan and her ministry 
partner felt very blessed to see God moving in 
the hearts of the women as they grew in their 
understanding of the Gospel.

Pray for a deeper reconciliation regarding the church split and growth in communication and 
respect between brothers and sisters who disagree over secondary issues.

Pray for continued guidance for the Parakaleo ministry, especially that more local wives would 
desire to lead groups or to be trainers themselves.

Pray for housing, a vehicle, and schooling options for Micah (16) and Ciana (12) while they are in the 
U.S. on furlough from June - December 2018. They will also be in the US to see Ethan off to college 
during that time.

Pray for long-term viability for them in their country, as they are facing various difficulties 
obtaining necessary residence documents.
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DAVID & LISA 
CHURCH PLANTER TRAINING / MIDWIFE - EAST ASIA

David and Lisa serve the T*b*tan people in 
East Asia. David builds relationships through 
Bible studies and Lisa uses her nursing 
skills to do neonatal training. Recently, Lisa 
has been invited to provide a birth attendant 
or lay-midwifery basic training course to 
women in remote villages. Because a clinic 
is sometimes a day or more away, friends 
or relatives often help deliver babies. 
However, 25% of mothers and infants in 

these nomadic areas die at childbirth. The 
course provides the basics of how to care for 
pregnant women, how to deliver a baby in 
an emergency, and initial postpartum care 
including breastfeeding. The team conducts 
prayer walks during the week of training and 
looks for ways to encourage believers in the 
remote areas.  

 

Pray for more opportunities to form relationships in these remote villages through Lisa’s training 
courses.

Pray for the ones they have trained and for key people within these communities who are favorable 
to the Gospel.

Pray for David’s vision, as he has been diagnosed with a rare disease called MacTel Type 1, that 
has no known effective treatment. Pray for God to heal his eye and to grant him good health as he 
serves in East Asia.
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JEFF & KATIE SAUNDERS (Emerie) 
CHURCH PLANTERS - JAPAN 

The Saunders have finished their first full year 
in Tokyo. They admit looking back that they 
were not fully prepared for the difficulties 
they would face or how God would meet them 
in those difficulties and see them through. 
They didn’t really know what complete 
dependence looked like, but God has worked 
through His people to orchestrate the events 
needed to meet the various challenges they 
faced. One highlight has been the Hidden 

Beauty Conference they attended. It is an art 
conference and exhibit which displays the 
beauty of the Gospel in art. They joined their 
team in conveying the beauty to be discovered 
within the unseen and the unsaid, which is an 
understood part of Japanese art and culture. A 
key theme woven throughout the conference 
was the hidden beauty of the suffering Christ 
endured on the Cross. 

Pray for them as they begin their second year of language school. Pray for diligence and patience 
in their studies.

They are beginning to think and pray about full-time ministry opportunities after language school. 
Pray for guidance and discernment as they think, talk, and pray through future decisions.

Pray for their team as they are about to say goodbye to a couple of families leaving on furlough.  
Pray for strength and rest for the Saunders as well as the remaining team members.
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ENOCH 
CHURCH PLANTER TRAINER - EAST ASIA

Enoch is an East Asian citizen and has a Ph.D. 
in computer science as well as a Masters 
degree from Westminster Theological 
Seminary. His father is a pastor in East Asia 
and taught him to respect his “heavenly 
Father” even before Enoch understood who 
He was. Enoch is an ordained minister and 
serves as the international director of the 
East Asia Partnership. His passion is to 
train pastors to proclaim a Christ-centered, 
Gospel-centered message in their preaching 
and ministries. In 2012 he became the first 

national director of the East Asia Partnership, 
a strategic organization that seeks to 
enable partnership between East Asian and 
American churches. Enoch reports that along 
with preaching, the nature of the Gospel and 
the way the Gospel works mandates prayer 
as the most basic and important ministry. 
He argues that prayer is the most important 
service that Western churches can offer God 
on behalf of East Asian churches. 

Pray for the East Asia Partnership’s new weekly prayer guide, that prayer would become the first 
step for churches and individuals outside of East Asia to partner with the East Asian church for the 
advance of the Gospel.

Pray that the participants of Reformation 500 would be part of a “new Reformation” as they serve 
in their homes and churches and seek to share the fruit of the historic Reformation in their current 
cultural context.

Pray that Enoch would have wisdom and stamina to both equip and strengthen East Asian church 
leaders and lead others in responding to the constantly changing needs of this rapidly growing 
church movement. 
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THE UNDER-RESOURCED 
LATIN & SOUTH AMERICA
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GUILLE & DEBBIE MACKENZIE (Benjamin, Catalina, Camilia) 
CHURCH PLANTER MOBILIZATION & TRAINING - ARGENTINA

In January, Guille and Debbie participated 
in a gathering organized by Redeemer City 
to City in Buenos Aires that brought church 
planting movement leaders from other cities 
in Latin America together in order to coach 
coaches and train trainers. The Misión BETA 
board participated in this gathering in order to 
receive tools to better train and coach church 
planters and leaders. Guille continues his work 
at Proyecto Nehemías translating theological 

and Reformed resources into Spanish and 
has accepted an invitation to be part of the 
editorial team of Global Missiology, a quarterly 
publication of contributions from international 
researchers, practitioners and scholars who 
have a global perspective. Their congregation’s 
own global perspective was enhanced this past 
year with the wedding of a Taiwanese woman 
to a local deacon from Ecuador. 

Pray for the new believers who attended Misión BETA’s summer camp.

Pray for Guille's health and continued strength.

Pray for God to give the MacKenzies wisdom in being good stewards of ministry and family time.

Pray that the Lord would continue to empower pastors and leaders to plant and revitalize churches 
in Buenos Aires.
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JUAN & MARIA PATT (Stephanie & Joanna) 
PASTOR / PRINCE OF PEACE CHURCH – BELIZE

Juan is the pastor of Prince of Peach Church 
in Corozal, Belize. God answered prayers for 
the village of Calcutta during the first half of 
2017, when construction was completed at 
Harvest Presbyterian Church. There Juan Patt 
and his team have planted a church under the 
guidance of the Presbytery of Belize. Services 
began in the new sanctuary in July, followed 
by a vacation Bible school for 75 children, 

held in a nearby school facility in Calcutta. 
Juan continues to stay busy as he serves as 
President of the Presbytery, President of 
the Presbyterian Seminary, and secretary of 
the Education Commission. Pastor Moises 
Mendoza has joined Juan to assist at both 
Harvest Church and Prince of Peace Church in 
Corozal. 

Pray that Harvest Presbyterian Church would be able to work through the red tape to connect their 
new property to the city’s electrical grid.  

Pray for strength and rest as Juan fills many roles in his service. 

Pray for Juan to find a balance between his many ministry responsibilities and time with his family.

.
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STACY & CRAIG POHL (Karis & Aimee Grace) 
DISCIPLESHIP / OUTREACH - CHILE

Last March, Craig completed a three-year 
term as director of the Reformed Theological 
Academy in Chile. In 2017, he then accepted 
a call to serve in an assistant pastor role with 
the Lonquen Valley Presbyterian church, as 
he and Stacy had felt God leading them to be 
more involved with a local church. The family 
participates in the church’s music and worship 
ministries. Craig serves as the worship leader 

and cellist, Stacy and Karis as vocalists, 
and Aimee in logistics. Since mid-August, 
the Pohls have been on home ministry 
assignment based out of St. Louis, MO. They 
are visiting partner churches from coast-
to-coast and Canada, and plan to return to 
Chile in February 2018.  

Pray for Craig and Stacy as they shepherd the leaders of three Bible study groups. 

Pray for Craig and Stacy as they depend on the Lord for direction and energy for the new NEXO 
youth ministry group.

Pray for God to grant the Pohls a smooth transition back to life in Chile in March and clear 
guidance into new ministries.
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MARCELO ROBLES (Vicky) 
CHURCH PLANTING PASTOR - ARGENTINA

Music has played a major role in the worship 
life of La Misión, the multicultural church 
in the Palermo neighborhood of Buenos 
Aires, where Marcelo serves as senior pastor. 
From string quartets to an event celebrating 
cultural diversity, parishioners regularly 
participate in worshipping God through the 
beauty of music and dance. A capstone of 
2017 was the Jazz Festival in November. 
Marcelo oversees the three sites of La 

Misión, which includes the Centro de Primera 
Infancia (Early Childhood Center). In addition 
to his pastoral responsibilities, Marcelo dealt 
with family concerns in caring for his mother 
and sister, both of whom had serious medical 
issues in 2017. Throughout the year, Marcelo 
has continued to work toward La Misión’s 
20/20 vision of five congregations in five 
different locations in the city. 

Pray that the Lord would call more elders, small group leaders, and candidates for ministry. 

Pray that God would bless and draw close to Marcelo’s family, including his daughter, Vicky. 

Pray for wisdom and strength for Marcelo as he shepherds La Misión and the 20/20 vision of five 
congregations in five different locations in the city. 

.
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AUSTIN SMITH 
CAMPUS OUTREACH CAMPUS DIRECTOR - BRAZIL

Austin is the director of Campus Outreach at 
Belo Horizonte. In January he participated 
in CO’s annual Prosa Na Prais, (Prose 
on the Beach), a seven-day beach trip for 
worship, instruction, contemplation, and fun. 
This year the students were accompanied 
by 10 members from ICEx, an economic 
development organization in their city, 
where Austin and his team are building 
relationships in the hope of introducing 

them to Christ. Austin asks that we pray 
specifically for Fabricio, Bernardo, and 
Henrique, three students who are new 
to Campus Outreach. Pray that what 
these students and others have learned 
about God and His word on the beach trip 
would become deeply engrained in their 
hearts and that their lives would be fully 
committed to the Lord.  

Pray that God would open doors at ICEx and that men and women would be welcoming to the 
Gospel and to relationships with the CO team. 

Pray for the students that Austin and his team are reaching out to, especially those who 
participated in the Prosa Na Prais.

Pray that Austin and his team will have insight and creativity to develop ministries that will engage 
the hearts of new students. 
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KYLE & CLAUDIA ZIMMERMAN (Isaiah, Sarah, Abegail) 
MINISTRY TO THE UNDER-RESOURCED - ARGENTINA

The Zimmermans serve at La Misión Palermo 
in Buenos Aires. In August, they participated 
in the first membership class of adolescents 
who were raised in the church. Two of the class 
members were the Zimmerman’s children, 
Isaiah and Sarah. Claudia was one of the 
teachers of the class, and she and Kyle hosted 
a weekend retreat for them. In November they 

helped celebrate the church’s 20th anniversary. 
Kyle has been busy with a new sports ministry 
for kids in the neighboring shanty town. The 
hope is to not only share the Gospel with these 
young people but to also contribute to their 
safety by getting them off the streets. 

Pray for the safety of the Zimmermans and church members, as the area around La Misión has 
experienced a significant rise in crime.

Pray for Gospel fruit from the various conferences and activities at La Misión throughout the year 
that impact not only the local church but also the city of Buenos Aires. 

Pray that the new sports ministry will flourish and that many young people will come to 
know the Lord. 
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LARRY BROWN (Carey) 
PROFESSOR / AFRICAN BIBLE COLLEGE - MALAWI

Larry is in his 25th year as a professor at 
African Bible College. Asked why he has 
stayed, Larry said, “It has become my 
home. I enjoy doing what I do, and I’ve seen 
what a huge difference education can make 
in a ‘developing’ nation. In the nearly 25 
years I have been here, I’ve seen a whole 
middle class develop that didn’t use to be 
here.  Education did that.”  Larry reports 
that several ABC graduates now serve in 

positions that have a positive impact on 
Malawian society. Some serve in Parliament, 
some as pastors and others as headmasters 
of schools. In addition to teaching, Larry 
sometimes preaches at a local prison on 
Saturday mornings.  He also engages in 
outreach by showing the Jesus film in villages 
near Lilongwe. 

Pray for Larry to be effective in his teaching ministry, as well as in his outreach ministry serving in 
prisons and showing the Jesus film.

Pray for ABC’s new ministry training young Malawian Christians to start and run their own 
businesses. 

Pray for Carey, a ninth-grade student at the ABC Christian Academy.
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PIETER ERNST 
NATIONAL PARTNER / DIRECTOR PFUNA MURIMI - MOZAMBIQUE

Pieter Ernst is the director of Pfuna Murimi 
(Help for the Farmer), a local organization 
in Mozambique designed to help the 
residents of under-resourced villages in 
Gaza to form discipleship groups that will 
eventually launch small collective farms. 
Pieter served for 20 years with World Relief 
Mozambique, which closed in 2017 due 
to funding and sustainability concerns. 
Pieter registered this new organization 
(not a small undertaking in Mozambique) 
as a way of continuing the same core 
ministries of World Relief. The new entity 

focuses on the two specific areas of small 
group discipleship and farming through 
agricultural associations. While much of 
what Pieter does remains the same, he is 
now responsible for overseeing finance, 
administration, and fund-raising himself. 
Despite the increased challenges, the 
needs of those in the villages remains the 
same. Pfuna Murimi now oversees about 12 
agricultural associations, with hopes to grow 
to 15-20 over the next five years.

 

Pray that Pieter would have wisdom and discernment to develop the organizational side of Pfuna 
Murimi while sustaining the relational and agricultural components that he does so well.

Pray that Pieter would have wisdom and success in hiring new staff, or re-hiring former staff, to 
fulfill the mission of Pfuna Murimi.

Pray that each agriculture association under Pfuna Murimi’s umbrella would be blessed to be a 
blessing, that members might be better able to provide for their families as well as bless those 
around them.
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SCOTT & TINA LAWRENCE  (James, Jon Nathan & Joshua) 
OPHTHALMOLOGIST - ETHIOPIA

The Lawrence family has been serving in 
Ethiopia since 2015, demonstrating the love 
of God through healing the blind, caring for 
the poor, giving hope to the hopeless, and 
mentoring future leaders in eye care.  A recent 
patient, H, had an advanced condition causing 
pain and the loss of vision. The infection 
was severe enough that “H” was at risk of 
going blind and possibly losing her eye. The 
staff started her on a long list of antiviral 
and antibiotic medication and prayed with 

her. After three weeks, the 19-year-old was 
pain-free and had significant improvement in 
her vision. There is a possibility she will have 
a full recovery. Scott also travels to provide 
clinical and surgical training to ophthalmology 
residents in other parts of Ethiopia. Their boys 
are actively involved in school at Bingham 
Academy, and Tina enjoys serving with Scott 
and raising their boys.  

Pray that the Lord will continue to provide the medical equipment necessary to care for some of the 
more severe cases.

Pray for Scott as he travels around Ethiopia working with and helping to train ophthalmology 
residents.

Pray for the patients to receive spiritual healing in addition to restoration of their sight.
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HEATH & ANGELA MANY (Rees & Mary Taylor) 
SURGEON / OBSTETRICIAN - KENYA

During Heath and Angela Many’s first term as 
teaching doctors at Tenwek Mission Hospital, 
Heath realized that a technically perfect 
operation did not necessarily mean a good 
health outcome. In a place where most of the 
surgeries are trauma related or emergency 
situations, there is need for a broad system of 
care that could be applied to a wide range of 
medical problems. Because of this need, Heath 
used their year of home assignment to do a 
fellowship in surgical critical care. When the 
Manys returned to Tenwek last September, the 

country was facing civil unrest due to elections. 
This caused a nation-wide nursing strike 
which overwhelmed hospitals with surgical 
emergencies. This proved to be good time to 
put Heath’s training to use. Heath used his 
skill to improve outcomes for patients, training 
future Kenyan doctors in the process.  Now 
that the Lord has answered their prayers for a 
teacher for daughters Rees and Mary Taylor, 
Angela is able to provide a much-needed ob-
gyn to Tenwek this term. 

Pray that the Lord will give Heath and Angela physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual strength for 
ministry.

Pray for the Tenwek resident doctors to grow in their skills and be placed in jobs where they can 
replicate the physical and spiritual training that they have learned.

Pray that the Lord will provide much-needed medical equipment for Tenwek Hospital.

Pray that as the Manys attend to the physical needs of their patients that they will show the love of 
Jesus, pointing each one to the Giver of all gifts and the Healer of our souls.
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JUDY MBUGUA 
DIRECTOR OF HOMECARE SPIRITUAL FELLOWSHIP - KENYA

Judy Mbugua is the founder of Homecare 
Spiritual Fellowship in Nairobi, Kenya, where 
she guides several ministries. One of them 
is the Bethel School of Dressmaking, which 
serves youth from the Kibera slum. They train 
about 20 students a year, equipping them with 
both the tools for earning a living and the Word 
of God. While most students are young women, 
a few men have attended through the years. 
Two of them are Robert and Jafet. Robert 
works as a guard at night and takes sewing 
classes during the day. He has completed all 

three levels and now sews school uniforms 
with the hope of establishing his own business. 
Jafet, who is deaf, lives in Kibera with his 
sister. Though often without access to food, he 
continues his studies with the hope of passing 
the government exams. All the students at 
the school receive their own sewing machine 
upon graduation. This fall Judy plans to open 
an afternoon section in her sewing school to 
double her capacity.

Pray for Homecare Spiritual Fellowship to continue to prosper in their ministry to children in 
Kibera and to women with HIV.

Pray that the students at the dressmaking school would succeed in their studies and be fully 
equipped with the Word of God.

Pray for good health for Judy and her family.

Pray for peace in Nairobi, which has seen political strife this past year.
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GIBSON NKANAUNENA 
COUNTRY DIRECTOR, WORLD RELIEF - MALAWI

Gibson Nkanaunena serves as the country 
director of World Relief Malawi. He and his 
family live in Lilongwe, Malawi’s capital, where 
World Relief Malawi has its headquarters. 
Gibson oversees the development of World 
Relief in all four districts and is helping to 
expand their ministry into new districts in the 
coming years. Gibson helps raise funds in the 
US and Europe, both from churches and from 
relief and development agencies, for all of their 

programs, while developing senior staff and 
implementing new programs to serve the most 
vulnerable in Malawi. World Relief Malawi 
seeks to mobilize and envision local churches 
to care for the most vulnerable in their villages. 
Gibson serves his senior field staff who 
oversee each district’s implementation of the 
integral mission curriculum and various World 
Relief programs.

Pray that God would give Gibson wisdom to discern the most significant needs of the vulnerable in 
Malawi, and then together with his team to help mobilize the church to address those needs.

Pray for healthy rain and a steady growing season for Malawi, which has suffered in years past 
from both drought and flooding.

Pray that God would raise up senior staff to lead the various departments of World Relief Malawi 
both in the national and district offices.

Pray that Gibson would have wisdom to balance his family, his own church, and the demands of 
leading a major ministry, and that he would be regularly renewed in his own faith.
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STEVE & MARION SPENCER (Charlotte, Stephen, Esther) 
ADMINISTRATOR / TEACHER / AFRICAN BIBLE COLLEGE - MALAWI

For the past 30 years Steve and Marion 
Spencer have followed in the footsteps of 
Marion’s parents by giving their lives to serve 
at African Bible College. In a poor African 
country, where power is erratic and malaria-
carrying mosquitoes are prevalent, the 
Spencers have overcome obstacles to train 
the next generation of African leaders.  They 
are gratified to see many of their students 
ministering around the globe. Steve works 
as an administrator and teacher at ABC. This 
year he is teaching classes on Acts, Romans, 
and Joshua/Judges, writing a curriculum 
for the new Master’s degree in Education 

Administration, and teaching the weekly staff 
Bible study. Marion uses her gift of hospitality 
to build a sense of community among the 
missionary families and students by hosting 
pot-luck dinners, game nights, and similar 
activities. She also makes sure that ABC 
visitors get a taste of African life when they 
come to Lilongwe.  When they are not busy on 
campus, the Spencer family visits the nearby 
orphanages and prisons. They are grateful that 
their son, Jon Jon, and his family have recently 
returned to serve at ABC and hope their son, 
David, and his wife will return in June.

Pray that God would continue to lead the Spencer family and that they would bring Him glory in all 
that they do.

Pray that their Malawian brothers and sisters would fear the Lord more than anything else.  

Pray for son David and his wife, Katie, to be fully funded to join them in June.
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BILL AND BOBBIE BOGGESS 
After 34 years of serving the people of France 
and Guyancourt Church, Bill and Bobbie 
returned to the U.S. in December. They are 
spending the first six months of 2018 visiting 
supporting churches and individuals and plan to 
retire in July.

BRANDON MCCORD 
Brandon served two years as a First Responder 
on staff with Campus Outreach in South Africa. 
After completing his term, Brandon returned to 
the U.S. and is now attending graduate school in 
Washington, D.C.

JOHNSON TWINOMUJUNI 
Last July the Lord called Johnson to serve as 
Bishop of West Ankole Diocese, so he turned 
over leadership of UBI to an interim principal 
and now serves in the national church.

JOSEPH AND MANDI INGER 
After serving for six years with MEDIC in India, 
the Ingers have transitioned back to the U.S. 
Joseph is pursuing a position in Finance and 
Mandi hopes to begin work as a pharmacist 
when Ezra begins pre-school. They plan to 
reside in Knoxville, TN.

MIKE AND STEPHANIE KUHN 
Mike and Stephanie will complete their six-
year term in July and plan to move back to the 
U.S. After a few months of visiting supporters 
and completing debriefing, Mike plans to seek 
a position in pastoral ministry in the U.S., 
hopefully not far from an Arabic speaking 
community.

GEORGE AND ANNE HARPER 
Due to a series of health issues and family 
circumstances, the Harpers have had to extend 
their home leave assignment indefinitely. They 
continue to teach classes and mentor students, 
sometimes through virtual classrooms and 
sometimes traveling for short trips to the 
Philippines.

KAREN TAYLOR 
Karen has completed her service in Cambodia 
and returned to the U.S. She sings in Second's 
chancel choir and is seeking the Lord’s 
guidance for where to serve next.

MISSIONARIES IN TRANSITION
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